SIX MEN JOURNEY TO PHILADELPHIA
Penn State Will Defend Title
Won Last Year—Engineers Third in 1927

Technology's Varsity boxers left Cambridge last night to compete in the Intercollegiates which are being held today and Sunday at the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphi.a. There should be plenty of action, for the best men of the Eastseven colleges will be competing against each other. It is expected that the Engineers will supply forty or fifty men in all of their events and especially in the lightweight classes. This year the Engineers have shown exceptional strength in the intermediate classes, having won at least two of the three events in those classes in practically every meet this season.

Sidor and Bohuske will provide a good deal of action in the 115 and 135 pound classes and they have a good chance of winning the championship of the events. They have won almost all of their bouts in those classes this year and ought to have no difficulty in winning.

Svensson in the 190 pound class has done much to strengthen the team. He is only a newcomer to the team and has fought but two bouts of which he won one.

M. L. T. Won Twice in 1927

Captains O'Malley will also help to provide some of the action when oppo.sed O'Dwyer of Syracuse. Last year they had the high score in the way but slipped and knocked himself out just before the end of the bout. Last year Penn State won the team championship and this year they are considered to be the best team in the East. They have won every meet this season.

ENGINEER GYMNASTS IN TRIANGULAR MEET
Pennsylvania, Technology, and Army Are All on a Par

Pennsylvania, West Point and Techni._gists will oppose each other in a gym meet at West Point tomorrow in the next to last meet of the season for the Engineers. After this comes the intercollegiates which will be held at Technology this year.

Princeton defeated the Army 34-18 while the Navy beat Penn 37-3. As long as the Navy and Princeton defeated the Engineers by practically the same scores the meet is pretty sure to be a very close one. David Wells, Norman Davis, Harold Fairchild, Brunton Bauer, and Captain Paul Stephenson have all improved their series considerably and promise to take a large number of points. It will be a very close meet with Tech on the outside, but the Engineers are expected to win.

The men that will represent the Institute are Sidor, Pelletier, Bolancs, Jameson, Svensson and Captain O'Malley.

ENGINEER HOCKEY TEAMS WILL MEET BROWN TOMORROW

Institute Varsity and Freshman
Puck Chasers Have Long Vacation

After a long vacation the Varsity and freshman hockey teams will get back into action tomorrow evening when they journey to Providence to tackle Brown. About twenty men will have in a box tomorrow afternoon for the trip over the road.

Brown is not represented by a strong Varsity team this year and in its last start was overwhelmed by Boston University by the score of 9 to 0. If the Engineers have not some state from too much practice and too little play they have a fine chance to win, but they will have to be alert constantly to keep the Brown, the Bostonians and the New Englan1.d, centre, from breaking loose.

In the freshman game two fine young men will oppose each other but as the Technology freshmen have played only one game while the Brown freshmen have played a regular schedule, the visitors will be the underdogs. On Wednesday the unbeaten freshmen defeated the best high school team in Providence by the score of 9 to 0.

Huntington School, with a total of 2674 points, won the Novice chamlionship. The men that will represent the Institute are Sidor, Pelletier, Bolancs, Jameson, Svensson, and Captain O'Malley.

EAT AT WALKER
GRILL AND CAFETERIA SERVICE

---you'll like it better
every day you wear it---

Heid-Knit Topcoats

$30

The outstanding style note of the season as well as the outstanding topecoat value in the Heid-Knit obtainable in Boston only at The Store for Men.
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THIRD FLOOR — THE STORE FOR MEN

YOUNG MEN'S HATS

Gentlemanly and distinctive array
of Foreign and Domestic

COATS

Agenia for Burberry English

clothing

SUTIS

do not have a single exception.

CAPS, GLOVES, NECKTIES

IMPORTED GOLF JACKETS

CIGARETTES

W E  STATE IT as our honest belief that the tobaccos used in Chesterfield cigarettes are of finer quality and hence of better taste than in any other cigarette at the price.

CHESTERFIELD CIGARETTES